The smarter way
to eat well and
save money!

SMART MEAL PLANS
Menus against Chronic Inflammation
SOSCuisine is a meal planning service developed by nutrition experts.
You will be provided with personalized menus based on your needs and goals.

Let yourself be guided towards wellness!

Developed in collaboration with :

info@soscuisine.com

SMART MEAL PLANS
Menus against Chronic Inflammation

Breakfast

 Breakfast "Irène"

Snack

Day 1 (example)

 Pistachios

Lunch

 Sweet Potato Soup [L.F.] [L.S.]
 Super-Quick Lentil Salad
 Bread, gluten-free (1 slice)

A growing body of research suggests that changes in one's diet
could alleviate - and in certain cases, even bring an end to - chronic
pain and allow people with chronic inflammatory diseases to lead a
normal life. This diet, which targets chronic inflammation, is also
known as the hypotoxic diet. It also shares most aspects of the
ancestral or paleolithic diet, except for the presence of grains and
legumes, which are excluded from the paleolithic diet.
Our meal plans against CHRONIC INFLAMMATION are designed to
relieve and, in certain cases, even lead to remission of numerous
chronic diseases, through targeted nutrition. Within the
framework of scientific research, this diet was tested for 115
diseases and positive results were observed for 91 of them,
including rheumatoid polyarthritis, arthrosis, fibromyalgia, etc.
Based on the recommendations of Jacqueline Lagacé Ph.D. and of
Dr. Seignalet, these meal plans ensure recommended amounts of
vitamins and minerals, in order to avoid any risk of deficiency.

Snack

The suggested recipes contain no food that may cause
inflammation, such as animal milk, wheat and other grains
containing gluten, corn, cooked meats, etc.

 Orange & Almonds

Dinner

 Steamed Sole with Vegetables
 Steamed Quinoa
 Homemade Soy-Yogurt

Animal milks are replaced by milk substitutes, such as fortified soy,
rice and almond beverages.
Alternatives to cereals containing gluten are numerous and allow a
varied diet. Over the week, the menus offer delicious recipes of
quinoa, buckwheat, rice, tapioca, etc.
Meat (especially red meat) is allowed in limited amounts, as long
as the cooking temperature is low.
Menus against chronic inflammation will make you discover
delicious alternatives to meat, such as legumes and fish rich in
omega-3.
To limit added sugars, desserts are often fruit-based. This also
promotes the intake of antioxidants that help protect against
chronic inflammation.
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Fast, easy and delicious recipes

Select the number of servings

Recipe features
Very easy, Gluten-free, Nut-free...
Share recipes that you enjoy with your
friends
Your personal notes
ez
le private
nombre notes
de portions
Add
such as
your personal adjustments for next time

Integrated glossary
Click here for a detailed explanation.
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Detailed Nutritional Information

All nutritional information
Because you have the right to know what
you eat!
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My Grocery List
The grocery list is an example.
The grocery list is available on your
smartphone and can be organized by store
departments and/or by supermarkets.
SOSCuisine simplifies your life and saves you
time and money:
 Eliminate waste through smart planning
 Avoid going back and forth to the
supermarket
 Only buy what is necessary
 Buy less ready-to-eat meals (massproduced)
 Take advantage of the flyers’ specials
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My Action Plan

Here is your Action Plan for the week, which will help you
prepare the dishes proposed in the meal plan Chronic
Inflammation.
This Action Plan is designed to minimize the time you'll spend
in the kitchen on weekdays, about 30 min per meal average,
while ensuring high-quality and variety. You may change the
order of the meals, but remember that:


Fresh fish and seafood should be eaten within a couple of
days after buying.

As soon as you have time (1 h 30 min in-kitchen)

Make the following recipes that can be prepared in advance.
Do these tasks in parallel:










Prepare (20 min) and cook (1 h) the Salmon "Risotto" [slow
cooker].
Prepare (10 min) and cook (20 min) the Carrot and Mint
Soup. Note that this recipe could also be prepared in a larger
quantity, to be frozen for later use.
Prepare (10 min) and cook (30 min) the Vegetable and Bean
Ratatouille. Note that this recipe could also be prepared in a
larger quantity, to be frozen for later use.
Prepare (10 min) and cook (5 h 30 min) Chicken and Spinach
Curry [slow cooker]. Note that this recipe could also be
prepared in a larger quantity, to be frozen for later use.
If necessary, prepare (5 min) and cook (10 min) the
Homemade Soy-Yogurt (14 h incubation).
If necessary, prepare (5 min) the Classic Vinaigrette.

This step-by-step action plan explains what to
do and when to do it. It allows you to
minimize the time you spend in the kitchen, to
prevent you from forgetting steps and to avoid
food wastage.

*SOSCUISINE EXCLUSIVE
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My SOSCuisine, A personalized service
The meal plans are fully customizable. They can be personalized and modified, as you want, when you
want.
I choose my meal plan and
state my allergies / intolerances
I select the number of servings

I modify my shopping list,
as required

I add or delete recipes

I substitute meals to fit my
preferences

I know the exact nutritional value
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Subscribers’ Testimonials
« I am 53 years old. 12 years ago, when I stopped smoking, I decided to make the
most of this change to improve my lifestyle by including more exercises and a better
diet. I can honestly say that I did all I could: swimming 3 times a week, at least 40
minutes of walking every day, 1 or 2 sessions of yoga per week...
But despite all these good habits that I followed religiously, my health condition
continued to deteriorate... I thought nothing could be done about this and that short
of a miracle, I couldn't do anything for the articular and muscular pain, that I would
never lose weight either and that I had to resign myself to restricting my activities
because I needed to sleep a lot.
I'm now talking about all this in the past tense. In my case, the change is so radical
that if it were not for multiple testimonials, I would think that I was a victim of
hallucination! ... Everything improved very quickly, in less than a week, after I
completely stopped consuming milk, wheat and wheat-related grains... I hope that
reading my testimonial will encourage people who may not have any specific medical
diagnosis and who just think that tiredness and all these pains are normal after
turning fifty. Thank you again and again!!!»
Johanne
Quebec, Canada
« Chronic diseases such as cancer, diabetes and cardiovascular
diseases can be prevented by not smoking, exercising and a
following a healthy diet. As obesity is the common denominator
in all these diseases, relearning how to cook has become a
priority, in order to reap the extraordinary benefits of a healthy
diet on our health and wellbeing.
The SOSCuisine website is, in this respect, remarkably well built
and it enables all those who want to discover simple and healthy
recipes, to benefit from the incredible work that has gone into the development of the
website.
In fact, the SOSCuisine formula helps to put into practice the most recent preventionrelated recommendations, by proposing menus based on fresh, non-processed
ingredients, and which are within everyone’s reach as they are reasonably priced and
easy to prepare. I congratulate the whole SOSCuisine team and encourage them to
continue.»
Richard Béliveau, Ph. D.
Director, Laboratory of Molecular Medicine
UQÀM (Université du Québec à Montréal)
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Plans & Pricing

Premium
From

$ 7,95/month

 1,600 delicious recipes
 Grocery List
 Action Plan
 Weekly meal plan of your choosing
 Meal plan Customization
 Supermarket selection
 Tools to Save Money
See details >>

VIP
From

$ 79/month
Premium

 Everything included in
plus:

 Professional support from either:
- Personal Dietitian,
- Personal Trainer or
- Personal Cook
See details >>

